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!. SUMMARY

The Strt_c'tnral Dynamics Division of NASA l.anglcy Research

Center has implementnd an experimental effort in aeroclasticity

called the Benchmark Models Program. The primary purpose

of this program is to provide the necessary data to evahmte CFD

codes for aeroelastic analysis. It also fi_cuses on increasing tile

understanding of the physics of unsteady flows and providing

data for empirical design. This paper gives an overview of this

program and highlights some results obtained in the initial tests.

The tests thai have been completed include measurement of

unsteady pressures during flutter of a rigid wing with a NACA

0012 airfoil section, and dynamic reslxmse measurements of

a flexible rectangular wing with a thick circular arc airfoil

undergoing shock-boundary layer oscillations.

2. INTROI)UCTI(IN

A significant number of aircraft aeroelastic problems occur in

the transonic speed range. Generally, minimum flutter speed is

encountered at transonic Mach numbers. In addilkm, buffeting,

control surface buzz, and other non-classical instabilities may

be encountered, Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) computer

codes are now maturing and hold promise for rational analysis

of all these phenomena. The state of the art in this area is

reviewed by Edwards and Malone)

Currently, the assessment of the CFD codes even for the classi-

cal flutter problem is far from complete. For example it is not

clear which equation level is required for a given configuration,

Mach number, and angle of attack range. One reason for this

situation is the level of resources required to apply the CFD

codes for enough cases to establish trends. Typically these

codes require enormous computer resources even to evaluate

one flutter boundary, and also require significant expertim and

effort by the users. Ilowever, an additional and very significant

reason for the incomplete calibration of the CFD codes is the

lack of well documented experimental data sets.

Ahhough the flutter data available in the literature is quite ex-

tensive, much of it is not suitable for validation efforts. For

example, after an extensive literature search, only one configu-

ration was accepted as an AGARf) standard configuration 2 anti

the calculation of mtv, le shapes from a finite element model was

required. Early experimenters were operating within a frame-

work of linear theory which does not require airfoil shape, for

example, and airfoil ordinates were not generally measured.

,qimilarly, modal definitio, ns or model structural and mass prop-

erties were given within a framework of beam theory. In addi-

tion, many of the investigations give only the flutter boundary

defined in terms of the test conditions such as dynamic pressure

anti Mach number at flt_tler, sometimes even omitting the flutter

frequency. Such data sets are useful as a guide for CFD valida-

tion, but they provide little insight in the event of discrepancies

which are at times encountered. Reliance must then be placed

on the experience anti intuition of the investigator to resolve

the problems encountered in applications. Such is particularly

the case with CFD codes as it is very dlfficuh to separate nu-

merical short comings and the limitations of tile trealntent of

the flow physics, it is very difficuh to evaluate convergence in

terms of the computational grid or time step within comptfter

budgets, time, and memory constraints and questions concern-

ing the numerical solutions are seldom answered. For example,

premature fires in the fltttter boundary versus Mach number are

sometimes encountered. The premature rises may be related to

an inadequate computational grid, bttt also may be related to

the required equation level or other factors.

There are many significant data sets available for measured

unsteady pressures on models undergoing forced oscillations.
Such data are, of course, fundamental to the validation of

CFD ctxtes, hut it is difficult to assess the implication of

discrepancies between calculated and measured experimental

pressures for flutter analyses.

The Strt;ctural Dynamics Division (SDyD) of the NASA l,an-

gley Research Center has been actively involved in the devel-

opment and application of CFD codes for treating the flutter

problem for nearly two decades. In view of the difficulty thal

has been experienced in evaluating such codes in comparison

with current data _ts, an experimental program in aeroelastic-

ity has been developed and is called the Benchmark Models

Program. The primary purpose of this program is to provide

well documented data sets suitable for CFD code validation.

Additional supplef_entary goals are to provide increased un-

derstanding of the physics of transonic unsteady flows, and

where necessary provide data for empirical design. This paper

gives an overview of the SDyD Benchmark Models Program,

describes the mtxlels for the tests, and then gives highlights of

some of tile initial tests.

3. BENCliMARK MODELS PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The SDyD Benchmark Models Program is a joint effort of
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Figure !. PAPA mexlel with NACA 0012 Airfoil

mounted in TDT.

the three aeroelasticily-related branches of SDyD, the Con-

figuration Aeroelasticily Branch, the Unsteady Aerodynamics

Branch, and the Aeroservoelasllcity Branch. It consists both of

simple models for concept exploration, and highly instrumented

models for CFD validation studies. The test team consists of

about six engineers, depending on the test, with varied back-

grounds such as wind runnel testing, CFD applications, and

control systems. The testing is being conducted in the NASA

Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT), and is scheduled

for about two tests per year.

Goals for the benchmark models for CFD validation Studies

include:

-Aerodynamically sm_)th surfaces

-Complete description of geometry including static and

dynamic deformation

-Complete experimental definition of structural dynamics

including modal frequencies, dampings, generalized

masses, and mode shapes

-Measl,red flutter boundary including flutter frequency and

mode shapes

-Measured unsteady pressures on at least two chords during

flutter

-At least qualitative indication of transition and separation

-Flow visualization where possible

"l"he testing program has been designed to slarl with simple

models and then to evolve into more complex models and tests.

This is advantageous from the test technique development point

of view as well as for CFD validation. "l"he initial tests are for

rigid wings mounted on the pitch and phmge apparatus (PAPA).

The wings are rectangular in planform and are of panel aspect

ratio 2.0. The initial wing is shown in figure 1 as mounted

in the Transonic Dynamics lL,nnel. Currently there are three

wings with different airfoils in this series for conventional

flutter testing. 'These three models are designed to be essentially

plug-compatible for ease of testing, instrumentation, and data

processing. In addition, a model similar to one of this series

will be tested with a trailing edge control and upper and lower

surface spoilers. Active flutter control systems will also be

tested using this model. A flexible high speed civil transr_rt

(IISCT) model is also incorporated into the plan following

several of the initial tests. Subseqt,ent models will investigate

other widely-varying planforms.

The test plan is illustrated in the tentative schedule shown in

figure 2. At this time two models have been tested. One

was a simple model to briefly investigate the dynamic response

of a flexible wing with an 18% circt,lar-arc airfoil undergoing

periodic shc_:k-boundary layer oscillations. 7j This model was

tested in the spring and fall of 1990 as shown in figure 2. The

first of the models on the PAPA mount system had a NACA

0012 airfoil 4 (fig. 1) and was tested in the summer of 1990

and winter of 1991. Some high!ights of these tests will be

subsequently presented after further description of the PAPA

system, the wind tunnel, and the Benchmark Models.

4. Tile PAPA MOUNT SYSTEM

As previously indicated, several of the Benchmark Models are

to be tested on the Pitch and Phmge Apparatus (PAPA) of the

Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT). _;'6 A photograph

of the PAPA mount is shown in figure 3. It consists primarily
of four steel rods attached to a turntable on the wall of the

tunnel and attached to a moving steel plate at the other end

(fig. 3). The rods permit vertical translation or phmge, and

pitch or torsional motion. A central beam that is thin vertically,

but wide horizontally, stiffens the system in the fore-and-

aft direction. The tt,rntable is remotely adjustable to permit

change._ in angle of attack. The rods have essentially fixed-fixed

MODEL TYPES

Exploratory Circular Arc

NACA 0012/PAPA

NASA SC(3)-0414/PAPA

NACA 64A010/PAPA

Active Controls/PAPA

HSCT Model

Della Wlng/PAPA

,99 72 ,973 't" .19,95.
._LI

Figure 2. Benchmark Model¢ t*"_tschedtde.
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:_i_ ..... readily with a simple fixture. For later tests, installation of

a strain gage balance for steady state fi)rce measurements is

being investigated. The development of an excitation system to

permit dynamic measur,rments prior to flutter is also underway.

Photograph of pitch and phmge apparatus
(PAPA) mounted in the TDT.

Figure 3.

end cond:.,'ions to provide linear pitch and plunge stiffnesses

for elastic restraint. The PAPA mechanism is instrumented

with strain gages to provide pitch and plunge position, and

accelerometers to measure pitch and plunge accelerations. The

The moving plate and rods of the PAPA are relatively heavy.

The models can therefore also be relatively heavy without sig-

nificant further penalty. Thus it is practical to use machined

metal models along the lines of an aerodynamic static test

model. These models can be very smooth by usual aeroe-

lastic model standards, and can be manufactured much less

expensively than the usual flutter model. A smooth surface is

considered vital for transonic benchmark aerodynamic data.

One consequence of the large mass of the PAPA/model system

is that the flutter data is for high mass ratio, on the order

of 1000 in air (or 250 in the heavy gas). This leads to a,a

unusually low value of reduced frequency, k, of the order

of 0.02 based on semichord (in air). Such a low reduced

frequency would normally be expected to accentuate transonic

aerodynamic effects.

5. WIND TUNNEL

root of the wing is attached to the moving plate in the wind The Benchmark Model tests are to be conducted in the Langley
tunnel. Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT). This tunnel is a large

facility with a test section 16- feet (4.88 m) square with cropped

As shown in figure 3, the PAPA system projects out into the
wind tunnel. A splitter plate is used as an effective end phue or

side wall. This splitter plate is 10 feet high (3.05 m) by 12 feet

long (3.66 m) and is shown in figure 4. The center of the PAPA

system is 7 feet (2.13 m) from the leading edge of the splitter

plate. An end plate attached to the root of the model covers the .....

hole through which the wing mounting pedestal extends. This

circular end plate is one chord in diameter and is recessed into

the splitter plate. The splitter plate is supported from the wall

by struts that extend about 3.3 feet (1.0 m) from the wind tunnel

wall. The PAPA mount system is surrounded by a steamlined

fairing behind the splitter plate. For the Benchmark Model

tests, splitter plate pressures are measured with 20 pressure

transducers (fig. 4). A 0.42 f(x_t (0.13 m) span boundary layer

rake with ten pressure transducers is located above anti aft of the

wing. Studies are currently underway to examine the feasibility

of locating the PAPA system behind the tunnel wall to simplify

installation.

The PAPA system is quite rugged and robust thus permitting

measurement of many flutter points with very low risk to the

models. The strength of the system pert'nits flutter testing

at moderate angles of attack unlike the usual flulter_m_odels

which are limited to small values by aerodynamic loads. Most

models tested on PAPA have a somewhat mild flutter crossing

which permits dwelling at nearly constant amplitude for even

as long as one to two minutes so that many cycles of data

can be used for averaging measured pressures. The natural

frequencies of this system are u,_ually armmd three to five llertz
which also permits easier flutter testing than for m(_lels with

higher frequencies. The PAPA system contains no bearings,

and the structural damping i._ very low, on the order of 0.0005

in fraction of critical damping. Overall the mount system can

be well defined such that the effect of unsteady aerodynamics

on flutter can be investigated in detail.

For static pressure measurements, the system can be rigidized

corners. All four walls are slotted. The TDT is a continuous

flow, single return tunnel that can operate at Mach tmmbers

up to i.2, and for pressures frmn near vacuum to atmospheric.

Either air or a heavy gas can be used as a test medium, hut only

a'ir has been used for the initial Benchmark Model tests. This

tunnel is used primarily for aeroelastic !es!ing, and is equipped

with four quick-opening bypass valves for rapidly reducing test

section dynamic pressure and Mach number upon encountering

an instability. The large tunnel size and the use of heavy gas
as the test medium considerably facilitate aeroelastic model

design and instrumentation.

Boundary
, layer rake

Static :
pressure

ports

Figure 4. Splitter plate arrangement fi_r PAPA le_t_.



A key ingredient in the Benchmark Model tests is the data ac-

quisition system of the TDT. The PAPA models are currently

designed for 12g channels of data, with later mo_iels increasing

to 192 and 256 channels, Software has been developetl to per-

mit nearly on-line display of first hannorfie and static data. "l'yp-

ieally 40 seconds of data are recorded at 100 samples/second

for nearlyon-line analysis. For subsequent analyses, 20 sec-

onds of the time history of each data channel is recorded at lO00

samples/second. These data become a massive set of data for

a typical test antt are recorded on tape. Transfer to central site

supereomputers has been accomplished. Data gathering, han-

dffng, reduction, and analysis for tests of this type is a large

effort anti requires; considerable specialized software develop-

ment. This data processing system is still being developed and

refined for the Benchmark Models program.

6. DESCRilVI'ION OF PAPA MOIIEI,S

6.1 Conventional FInller Models

The frst Benchmark Model for the PAPA system is shown

in figure I. As previously mentioned, there are three similar

mtxtels in this series that differ only in airfoil section and are

designed for basic flutter tests. The three airfoils are tire NACA

_lf2, the NASA SC(2)¢1414, and the NAf'A 64AOIO. The

profiles of these airfoils are shown in figure .5. 'rhe NACA

0012 is an oM design, twclve per cent thick airfoil that has been

extensively tested. For example, reference 7 summarizes over

forty steady wind tunnel tests for this airfoil. The NASA SC(2)-

0414 is a typical modem snpercritical airfoil anti is described

as one of a series of airfoils in reference P,. It has a design lift

coefficient of 0.4, is fourteen percent thick, anti is described

as an airfoil [or a business jet s . The NACA 64A010 is a

symmetrical ten percent thick NACA design that has been used

in an AGARD standard unsteady two dimensional pressure

test?and in a three dimensional testra. These three airfoils have

very different types of transonic flow development. The NACA

0012 alrfcfil develops a shock wave fi',rward of midchord as

Macb number in increased into the transonic range. The SC(2)-

0414 is an aft-loaded supercritical a_rfoil wlth significant aft

c..

NACA 0012

_. -44-VV, 4-4444444_, "

Orilice -t _- Pressure

location Iransducer

Figure 6. Orifice and pressure transducer locations fl_r

CO ! 2,,'PA PA model

camber anti develops a flock further aft. The NACA 64A010

airfoil is somewhat intermediate. Ahhough the PAPA models

are of relatively low aspect ratio, this range of airfoils should

give a goc, d survey of time effects of wklely differing airfoils on

transonic flutter characteristics for CFD calibration studies.

As shown in figure 1, the PAPA models are rectangular in

planform. They have a 16 inch (0.406 m) chord and a semispan

of 32 inches (fl.gt2 m) plus the tip of revolution. There are

two n_,ws of in situ pres,:trre transducers, each rt_w containing

40 unsteady pressure transducers, One row is at 6(I per cent

span, anti the other one at 95 percent span. qtm Its'alton of the

pressure transducers for the 0012 mty, lel is ilhlstrated in figure

6. The model is machined from alumimlm and is constructed

in three sections that are bolted together. A row of orifices is

located ahout one inch (2.54 cm) outboard of each of the outer

joints. The pressure transducers were bonded into brass tubes

for protection during installation and removal, and the brass

tubes were bonded into holes drilled into the wing section. The

monndng holes, a bare transducer, and a tranedueer mounted

in a brass tube are shown in tire upper left portion of figure 7.

Four aceelerometers near the corners of the wing were installed

in pockets as shown in the upper right portion of the figure.

During the initial test of tire NACA 0(112 modcl in July 10t)O,

only the inboard ro.w of transducers was installed, but both rows

were operational during the January 1991 tunnel entry.

The model with the NASA SC(2)-0414 airfoil has been com-

pleted and is being prepared for testing during November and

December 1991 (fig. 2). The model is constructed in essen-

tially the ,_ame fashion as the 0012 model with only some mi-

nor improvements in detail. It is designed to be essentially

plug compatible with time 0012 model. Some redistribution of

(

C

NASA SC(2)-0414

NACA 64A010 ....

Figure 5. Aiffoil_ _for iniiial PAPA _qFtl_:. Figure 7. Detail,_ t*f (_l 2 m()del,

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Figure 8. Cross section of 8C(2)-0414 model showing

transducer locations.

the pressure transducers has been made by moving some from

the nose to the aft lower surface to improve the definition of

p_ssures in the aft lower surface. A photograph of a section

of this m(v,tel is shown in figure g. The holes near the surface

are for mounting the pressure transducers.

The model with the NACA 64A010 airfoil has been designed

and is being machined. It is scheduled for a later entry (fig. 2),

but may serve as a backup for the other tests if mechanical

or instrumentation problems are encountered with the other

models.

6.2 Active Controls Model

An active controls model is under constn_ction to investigate

flutter suppression on the PAPA system, tl This mrxlel will have

a NACA 0012 airfoil anti will be very similar to the other

NACA 0012 flutter mc_lel in order to build on the experience

and results of the earlier model. The planform and controls

layout are shown in figure 9. The model will have a thirty per

cent span trailing edge control of twenty five percent chord.

Spoilers are located on the upper and lower surfaces of the
wing upstream of the trailing edge control. The spoilers are

fifteen per cent chord in length. The unsteady pressures will

be measured at one full chord wbich is the same as for the

earlier model but with a different distribution to define the

pressures near the hinge lines of the control surface and spoilers.

An additional partial row of pressure transducers is located at

60% SPAN

40% SPAN

Figure 10. Orifice locations for active controls model.

forty per cent span (fig. 9). The planned orifice locations are

presented in figure 10.

To meet the space an(] torque requirements for this model, a

new hydraulic actuator is being designed. A prot(>type actuator
_tas been built and is being tested. ']'he hreadboard test setup is

shown in figure 11. I,aboratory tests to determine the dynamic

characteristics and load limits are underway.

Two tunnel entries are planned (fig. 2) for this model. The

initial entry will measure the open-loop flutter boundaries for

comparison with resuhs from the earlier model. The model

will also be mounted on a five component force balance which

will permit measurement of the static and dynamic loads of the

model with omillating controls. The experimental data base

will be used to design active flutter suppression control laws.

The second entry will evaluate them control laws.

7. IilGIll,IGIlTS OF INITIAl, 0012/PAPA TESTS

Some preliminary results from the July 1990 tests will be

discussed. The data reduction for the 1991 tests is currently in

progress. For these tests the phmge mode frequency was 3.40

llz with a damping of 0.0017 (fraction of critical damping).

The corresponding pitch frequency and damping were 5.1g IIz

and 0.0008. The PAPA assembly was balanced such that the

pitch axis and the center of gravity were both at midchord.

jo
 0,0, 1'

-//Acceleromel_rs

32'" (0.812 m)

Pt_sstlro rJ

Orifices _ Spoilers

\ tt
t

figure 9. Drawing of active controlr model.

Figure ! I. Miniature hydraulic actuator,.l_Totot.vne..in test
fixture. Uf_,_'_-_L r-_: _

OF POOR QUAI.rI'Y
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I
j%

M = 0.78

Steady (mean)

I I I I ! I
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

x/c

Steady pressure distributions for t_pper surface

at 60 per cent span and zero angle of attack.

7.1 Sleady Pressure MeamJremenls

The test program included measuring pressures on tile mtxlel

with the PAPA rigidized to prevent pitch or ph,nge motion. A

systematic schedule of Mach nmubers and angles of attack up

to 4° was nm at a value of dynamic pressure near Ihat of flutler,

140 psf (6.70 kPa). This technique should permit evaluation

of the static pressure versus the mean pressure during flutter,

and the basic unsteadiness of tile flow over a slatiollary model.

A sample upper surface pressure distribution is presented in

figure 12 for M -'- 0.7g and fl_r sixty percent span. For this
Mach number a shock is evident near thirty per cent chord.

Dynamic dala analysis for ,_uch conditions should also give an
indication of buffet conditions.

7.2 Fhdler ,'11Zero Angle of Allack

The fluller boundary measured at zero angle of attack is shown

in figure 13. Tile conventional flutter boundary is given by

the square symbols. An unusual trend of an increase in flotter

dynamic pre._,_ure with Mach number is shown which is a resuh

2O0

150

qf,

psf
IO0

50

0

0

Figure 13.

Unslnble _'

Sl_ble

0.4 o.6 o.o
Mach No.

Measured [1tiller boundaries for (3012/PAPA

model at zero angle of attack. (Note lf_ psf

= 4.79 kPa)

200

1S0

qf,

psf

_0

0

0

Figure 14.

Unstsble

..... X

Slnble t'_,,r_

""f 1.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Anglo of Attack, deg.
Flutter boundary variation with angle of attack

for M = 0.7g. (Note 100 psf = 4.79 kPa)

of the aeroelastic parameters of Ihis system. There is n small

dip near M = 0.78 and a rapid rise near M = 0.80. Note that the

boundary is well defined with a large number of flutter points

and relatively small scatter.

In addilion to the conventional flutter boundary, a flutler insta

bility involving a nearly pure phmglng motion was encountered

over a narrow Mach number range from about M -- 0.88 to 0.92

as shown by the circular symbols and lhe cross hatched region

(fig. 13). At low dynamic pressures, both the start and end _f

flutler could be defined, hut at the higher dynamic pressures,

the motion became so large that only the starl of flutter cr_uld

be determined. Strong sh(x:k-indnced separation is enconnlered

for this Mach number range. An instahility of similar character-

isties was also reported for a transport type wing in reference

12.

7.3 Flutter a! Angle of Allack

The variation of the flutter boundary with angle of attack is

shown in figure 14 for M = 0.78. The flutter dynamic pressure

shows a small increase with angle of attack for angles up

to four degrees. Above four degrees, a rapid decrease in

flutter dynamic pressure occurs. Flutter near five degrees has

been shown by tufts to involve shock induced sepnralion and

realtachment during the cvcle of motion. This type of study
is difficuh to ped'orm on the usual aeroelastic mrxlels widlout

exceeding allowable load limitations.

7.4 l],sfeady Pres_;t,res Measured Durlng Fh,ller

A sample of a measured llme history at a flutter point at M

= 0.78 and zero angle of attack is given in figure 15. Pitch

and phmge motions are shown along with the corresponding

unsteady upper surface pressure measurements at x/c = 0.25,

The flutter frequency is readily apparent in the pressure, and

for this location appears to be nearly in phase with the plunge

motion.

The range of unsteady pre_sore measurements can be visnaliTed

by plotting the mean, minimom, and maximum of the preS_llreS
as shown in figure 16. For this example, there appears to be

only small change._ in pressure near the trailing edge of the

airfoil, bnl large changes in the forward portion.
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llaemc, nic or Fourier an:dysis of lhe unsteady l,retsures are

Pc_f(wnwd Io dctertninr the amPlhudC and l)}i;l_C of the fir'_t

hart_onic (_1_ the Pressure tensed by each IranS(hlcCr, [)ala of

lhi_ lyPe arc shown in figure 17 for Ihe sixly Per cent span

section at M ,= O.3q and M :- 0.7g. The pha_e it n-ferenced

to phmge d!_:placement. The magnitude of tile prcssurrs at M

- O.3q display a typical subsonic pressure distribution with a

slrc,ng wak at tile leading edge and decreasing rapidly near

the trailing edge. The upp('r and lower stlrlafe pressures are

e_tentially identical. The uplwr and hr,,,'er surface phases differ

by 18(Y', as expected, and vary only _lightly flora leading to

trailing edge. At M - 0.7,q, (fig. 17h) tile magnilude shows

a strong fl_rward loading ahead of the sh(x'k wave near x/c"

Plunge
Motion

Pitch
Motion

Unsteady
pres=3tlre

(x/c---0.25)

Figure 15.

0.0 1.0 2,0 3.0 4.0
Time, seconds

Sample time historiet ;11(llllter, [kl= (}.7._,
f = 4.15 IT:'.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

: . X/C Upper t,_r

0.0

Figurc 16.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

XJC Lower t_7

Mcan, maximum, and minimum of mca_ured

prr._sures during iltlltCr, M = 0.7_ and 7ere

angle of attack.
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Figure 17. Magnitude and phase of measured pressures

during flulter at zero angle of allack,



= 0.30, and little loading aft of the shock. The phase (fig. t..

17b) also shows a rapid variation through the shock and some

difference in trends near the trailing edge where the magnitude -V \_

is small. Data of this type cat] be displayed by tire TDT data [acquisition systera in nearly on-line fashion. Results such as

these including the measured flutler raodal amplitude ant] phase
information shotdd be valuable in CFD code calibration efforts. 18 in.

(0 457m)

7.5 Flow Vist,alizalion

Tufts and shear sensitive liquid crystals have been used to give

sonic indication of surface flow features. White tufts have been

used on a model painted flat black to indicate separated flow

features. These features are recorded with a video camera for

later analysis. 11]e liquid crystals, which are normally used

ft_r transition detection, have been found m indicate surface

fealtl_S snch as shock waves much like oil flow techniques.

These techniques have been applied to the NACA 0012 wing

on the PAPA and will serve as a qualitative guide in the CFD

code calibration efforts.

g. ()TILER BENCIIMARK MODEI,S

g.l II,q(:l' Aeroelaslic Model

As indicated in figure 2, the Benchmark Mtxtels program in-

dudes a high speed civil transport (IISCT) model scheduled

to be tested in January 1994. This model is in the prelimi-

nary or conceptual design stage at this time. h is planned as a

flexible ratxlel in contrast to the rigid PAPA ra.'_tels ptevlously

described. Currently, the design is n half model, wall raounled,

and has a control for excitation of the aert',clastic ratxles print to

flutter. An extensive number of unsteady pressure transducers

and acceleroraeters will be ],sed. The total nural_r of channels

will he near the 256 channel limit of the facility.

8.2 Thick Circular-Arc Airfoil Model

The Benchmark Mtxlels Program involves both highly instru-

raented ra_lels for CFD calibration work and simple raodels

for concept exploration or a brief loc, k at interesting physical

Time 1 Stronq Upper Shock

Time 2 (Half cycle later)

ake

Figure lg. Sketch of transonic shock-boundary layer

oscillation on circular-are airfoil.

4-5 in. t(1.143m)

Model Planform

1.6 in.

05 in. Aluminum plate 7 (40 6ram)

t2.Tmm__

Balsa contour2

Typical cross sect]tin

Figure 19. Sketch of wing with thick circular-arc airfoil,

phcnoraena. One simple model thai was built and tested was a

flexible rectangular wing whh at] l g percent circular-arc airfoil

section? The mtxtel was built to study the dynamic response of

a flexible wing In transonic shock-boundary layer oscillations

that occur on thick circular arc airfoils over a s/nail range of

Mach numbers. The conditions for this oscillation are illus-

trated in the sketch of figure 1 g. As Mach number is increased

subsonically, the strength of the shocks terminating the super-

sonic region on the fore part of the airfoil increases. Initially,

a small separation zone occurs at the foot of the shock and at

the trailing edge. As the Mach nurnber i',: further increased,

the flow over the airfoil becomes fully separated behind the

shockwave. On the thick circular-arc airfoils, near the Mach

numbers where the transition from partial to fully separated

flows takes place, there is a Mach number range of about 0.(14

where the flow alternates antisyraraetrlcally fmra parlially at-

tached to fidly separated flow. This occurs with large pressure

changes yiekling an ahemating lift coefficient of about 0.I0 at

a high frequency (k = t,.,c/'2V) of about 0.50.

The raodel planforra anti cross section are sketched in figure 19.

The central portion was a 0.50 inch (12.7 mra) aluminum flat

plate with bevelled edges. Balsa wood was glued to the plate

Figt,re 20. Wing with Ig% circular-arc airfoil mounted in

the TDT.

ORIGINAL PLGE

BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH



with the grain nmning spnnwise anti formed to an Ig percent
circular-arc section with sharp leading ant] traifing e(|gesl _'he

root of the plate of the mtxlel was clamped in a near cantilever

fashion toa turntable in the wall of the tunnel. A small splitter

plate of about 6 feet (I.83 m) in length and 3 feet (0.914 m)

high was used to keep the root of the m(K_-el outside the tunnel

wall boundary layer. "llle model is shown mounted in the TDT

in figure 20. Transition was fixed at ten percent chard.

For the configuration presented herein, the first bending fie-

quency was 7.8 |!z, and a 3rd bending mode that involved

splitter plate motion was at 92 !]z. "l'he splitter plate was at-

tached to the wing mounting bracket anti coupled with the wing

in this case for the higher frequency mrxles.

9. IIIGIllJ¢;IITS OF TIlE TESTS OF TIlE

CIRCUI,AR ARC WIN{;

9.1 Characler of the Measured Results

The overall character of the results is illustrated in the short

segment of time hist0rie.q presented in figure 21. For low Mach

numbers, the first bending mode responded at its frequency

(7.g lIz) with random heating ot bursts of motion typical of a

buffeting response (fig. 21, M = 0.751). As Mach number was

increased, the buffeting of the first bending mode increased

anti nearly constant amplitude response in the thffd bending

vn(xle at approximately "90 llz was also observed (fig. 21, M

= (}.7RI). Further small increases in Mach number resMted in

little change (fig. 21, M = 0.795), until slightly above a Math

number of 0.gO no timber response of the third bending mode

was apparent (fig. 21, M = 0.819). Bending response was

obtained only in the 1st and 3rd bending modes and not in the

2nd bending mode.

The root-mean-,_quare (RMS) responses were calculated after

low-pass anti high pass filtering and are shown in figure 22

in nondintensional form. The responses increase rapidly near

M = 0.76 and decrea._e rapidly again near M = 0.80. This

corresponds closely to the Math number range of the shock-

boundary layer oscillations for the !_% circular are airfoil. 13

Bending
Moment

10 3in.-lb.

Figure 2 I.

'U
0

M = .751

-l L I I I I --.J_ 1 ' I I _..3

1 I'"

t M - 781

0 1 -"

-I

ffI

t- M = .795

1 _-

M = .819
0

-iA:.:'-,__tT,_T.
0. .5 1.0

Time,sec

,qantple of time histories of bending moment
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J
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Figure 22.
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O q
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&

:j-,

.010 - _3

.o05 -

o, ! tt _ 2
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Mach No.

:(b) Filtered high frequency response (3rd

_ bending).

Bending moment response measurements for

several wind tunnel pressures.

Similar levels of RMS response are obtained for both modes.
These resuhs indicate that the region of shock-boundary layer

omillations leads to a buffeting condition on this wing for the

Ist bending mode which was well removed in frequency for

the aerodynamic oscillations, and also leads to a limlt-cycle

oscillation for the 3rd bending-like mode. 3"he dimensional

frequency for the shock boundary layer oscillation is calculated

to be 93 tlz, based on k = 0.5. which is quite near the 3rd

bending freqtDency, l.arge effects of the transition strip and

removal of the splitter plate were also found. _

9. !. ! LiquM crystal pattern

During this test, sbear-senstive liquid crystals were used to

visualize surface flow phenomena in the spirit of oil flows.

A liquid crystal pattern for M = 0.82 is shown in figure 23.
At this Math number the flow behind the shock should be

non oscillatory and fully separated. The light line gives an

indication of tile shock location and shows a nearly constant

chord location over much of the span. Ilowever a strong tip

vfffPt _hh _ eomplg*¢ lllk_ pgtt_t_l l_ $_.ti,ll_ht:
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Figure 23. l,iquid crystal pattern on wing with circular
arc airfoil, M = 0.82.

ORtGtNAL PAG_ IS

OF POOR QUALrTY

Figure 25. Photograph of wing with vortex generators,

configuration !.

9.1.2 Effect of spanwise strip

A spnnwise wire located aft of the sN×-kwave was shown
to be a gorxl fix or suppressor of the shock-boundary layer
oscillations, t4 In the present study, a0,25 inch (6.4 ram)square
strip with rounded corners was taped to the surface at x/c =
0.75 on both upper and lower surfaces. _ The low and high
frequency results are shown in figure 24. The high frequency
oscillations are effectively suppressed, tlowever the trend fi)r
the low frequency buffeting shown (fig. 2,t) persisted at lower
Mach numbers and a large increase in buffeting levels was

obtained. A data paint (not shown) at M = 0.43 gave a bending
moment coefficient of 0.033 which is a pronounced increase in
buffeting level. In summary, the spanwise strip eliminates the
high frequency oscillation, hut has the strong and tmdesirahle
side effect of increased subsonic buffeting response.

9.1,3 Effect of vortex generators

The Wheeler wishbone-type vortex generators were applied to

the clrcular-arc model in an effort to suppress the aerc_|ynamic
oscillations as shown in figure 25. "lllese vortex generators

are normally used as sub boundary layer devices, hut here they
were 0,100 inch (2.5 ram) and 0.96 inch (2.4 ram) high and

.030 -

.025 --

.02C -
BM,r_!_ns

qSc .015

.OlO -

.005 -

0".6 i

0 Low Pass

El |ligh Pass

O
O

0(3

1 L__t o_mmg3 _ j
.64 .68 .72 .76 .80 .84 .gg

Mach No.

were higher than would be considered sub-boundary layer (le-

vices. "lllese were applied at 60% chard. The low and high

freqency test results are shown in figure 26. qlm high frequency

oscillations were effectively suppressed, but the low freq_wncy

buffeting grew in the transonic range. A large flutter-like re-

sponse, with a frequency near the I st bending frequency was

encountered near M = 0.80 (fig. 26). Moving the vortex gen-

erators forward to 45% chord resuhed in some reducti(m of the

low frequency buffeting, but did m)t satisfactorily suppress the

high frequency mode. 3 This type of vortex generator appears

to have potential for alleviating the dynamic effects of shock

boundary layer interaction, but must be carefully designed and

further development is required.

Experience with the_e efforts to eliminate the shock boundary

layer oscillations indicates that fixes derived on rigid m(_lets

need to be tested on a dynamic mcxlel to verify that unsatisfac-

tory sMe effects are not induced.
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qSc .0.4 L
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[2 High Pass +
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Figure 24, Fihered measured bending moment with Figure 26, Filtered measured bendini_ moment with
,_rmn_,i_e _lp. _f!rlex generator_, configuration I.
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!0. CONCI,UDIN(; REMARKS

The NASA Langley Research Center Structural Dynamics Di-

vision Benchmark Models Program has been described. This

program consists of about two tests per year over a five year

period. The primary purpose is to obtain data for callbraiion

or validation of modern CFD codes for aeroelastic analysis. In

addition, the goals of increased understanding of the physics of

unsteady flows, and the developing of a data base for empldcai

design are also included. The overall plan has been described

and some of the highlights of the initial test presented includ-

ing initial tests of flutter of a rigid wing on the flexible PAPA

system, and tests of a simple wing with a thick circular arc

airfoil have been carried out. Further tests are proceeding and

it is hoped that in the very near future additional data suitable

for CFD validation efforts will be available.
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